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Group Styles of Justice or Service: How Ticket
Inspectors Manage Contested
Citizen Encounters

Camilla Bank Friis
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark

People who interact with citizens in their job often have to use discre-
tion when facing complex situations. Research shows that how people
understand their job regulates this use of discretion. Yet, little research
has conceptualized how group culture shapes these understandings
and discretionary actions in real-life citizen encounters. This article
addresses this gap with a microsociological theory of group culture. To
demonstrate the merits of this theory, I use a sample of 11 interviews and
88 body-worn camera recordings to analyze how ticket inspectors per-
ceive and act in contested ticket-fining events. The analysis identifies
two group styles of moral inspection characterized by tight or loose reg-
ulation: justice or service. These styles are associated with the two oper-
ating teams in a traffic company and influence how inspectors manage
contested events with a risk of escalation. I discuss how these findings
contribute to the sociology of culture and enhance the understanding
of how group culture shapes discretionary actions in citizen encounters.
Keywords: collective action, frontline work, small group culture, risk
assessment, violence

When people enforce sanctions in their job, they often face complex situations that
demand sensitivity and a considerable amount of discretion (Lipsky 1980; Mastrof-
ski et al. 2016). For some occupations, these situations involve a risk when citizens
contest a sanction and escalate events with aggression and violence (Friis et al. 2020;
LeBlanc and Kelloway 2002). To manage contested events, workers draw on strate-
gies about how to talk and act during these events (Todak and James 2018; Ward
and McMurray 2016). One strategy, for example, is to keep calm to avoid escalation
and thus victimization. How workers manage risky events is shaped by organiza-
tional rules and guidelines that provide a toolkit of actions workers have available.
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2 Symbolic Interaction 2022

Moreover, research finds that people’s perceptions of situations and understand-
ings of their job role regulate how they act in citizen encounters (Van de Walle and
Raaphorst 2019). For example, a study shows that people who perceive violence as
a part of the job have an increased risk of victimization (Andersen et al. 2019), sug-
gesting that the job expectations influence whether workers get involved in violent
events.

The literature on frontline workers, or street-level bureaucrats, has examined
the extent and context of discretionary actions in face-to-face citizen encounters
(Hupe 2019; Hupe and Hill 2007). This research shows that regulation and rules limit
discretion (Bruhn and Ekström 2017; Buvik 2016), and workers adopt a bureau-
cratic culture of how to interpret and apply legal regulations (Alpes and Spire 2014).
Furthermore, the frontline literature conceptualizes different interaction styles
that characterize how workers approach formal rules and use of coercion in citizen
encounters (May and Winter 2011; Van Parys and Struyven 2018). This involves anal-
ysis of the professional identity and moral dispositions that workers develop over
time (Zacka 2017), and police studies about how organizational culture (Engel 2000;
Wilson 1978) and moral and attitudinal dispositions (Muir 1979; Noppe 2018) relate
to different policing styles. Taken together, this literature contributes knowledge
on the organizational and individual factors that influence the management of
contested situations with a risk of violence. However, it is primarily focused “on
the action scale of the individual” (Hupe and Hill 2015:12). Considering that much
frontline work involves colleagues working together, limited research has examined
the micro-level processes of discretionary action in joint teams (Loyens 2019). As
such, the literature risks overlooking the importance of how workers collectively
manage citizen encounters (Rutz and de Bont 2019).

The lack of attention to the group-level in the frontline work literature resem-
bles a broader tendency within sociology; underappreciating the importance of small
groups to explain action (Fine 2012). Theorizing people’s actions as part of a group
culture can assist the understanding of how and why people act differently in con-
tested encounters. In this perspective, culture is the repertoire or toolkit of actions,
expectations, and understandings that people share and have available to manage a
contested situation (Swidler 1986). How people use culture to make meaning and act
is not generic but produced, performed, and negotiated at the meso-level of groups
in ongoing interactions (Fine and Hallett 2014). Thus, the toolkit people have avail-
able is formed in a group, with an idiosyncratic group style, that shapes how they
understand their job and effectively manage contested events (Eliasoph and Lichter-
man 2003).

The purpose of the current study is to examine how workers manage contested
citizen encounters with a toolkit that is shaped in a group-specific style. I use the con-
cept of group style to emphasize a group’s specific use of a toolkit, that is, how group
members use available actions, arguments, and understandings in a style distinct
from other groups (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003). Empirically, I examine how two
operating inspection teams in a traffic company perform two different inspection
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 3

styles when they encounter ticketless bus passengers who contest a fine announce-
ment. In these ticket-fining events, inspectors risk conflict escalation and potentially
victimization, and this creates moral dilemmas about how to act when having both to
ensure personal safety and fulfill a task. As such, contested events involve emotional
tensions (Collins 2008) that sometimes involve pre-reflexive responses with an
embodied use of culture (Lizardo 2017). To examine these modalities of culture,
I draw on a combination of interviews with inspectors about their job and video
observations of real-life passenger encounters as they unfold—thus overcoming
the risk of “inferring situated behavior from verbal accounts” (Jerolmack and
Khan 2014:179). Whereas the interviews give access to subjective meanings, the
video data gives direct access to systematic analysis of micro-interactional dynamics
as they unfold second by second (Nassauer and Legewie 2018). As such, this data
combination enables a fine-grained analysis of ticket inspectors’ management of
contested encounters.

Workplace Culture

A workplace is inhabited and shaped by its employees with collective meaning
systems, interactions, and beliefs (Giorgi, Lockwood, and Glynn 2015; Hallett and
Ventresca 2006; Weber and Dacin 2011). People working together in repeated inter-
actions create and build on a shared experience that produces group ties, social com-
mitment, and shared identity (Fine and Hallett 2014; Lawler, Thye, and Yoon 2009).
This enables the creation of a group culture with a distinct style that includes mutual
responsibilities among group members, group boundaries in relation to the wider
world, and speech norms, here conceptualized as the appropriate verbal and non-
verbal actions in group interactions (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003). Such microso-
ciological theory posits that groups create awareness of similar moral standards of
right and wrong that regulate boundaries of permissible behavior—thus, offering
rather stable toolkits for people to use with reservations for inconsistency, “given the
need to incorporate multiple perspectives” (Fine 2012:79). As such, people’s culture
is shaped by the group while also shaping it by bringing different pieces of personal
culture into the group. This theory differs from theoretical explanations of culture
that emphasize culture as either largely flexible and situationally fragmented, on the
one hand, or a stable and consistent individual disposition, on the other hand (Kiley
and Vaisey 2020). Instead, microsociological group theory proposes a culture model
that recognizes the group, itself, as a factor that enables stable culture across situ-
ations. As such, this theory posits that the group provides the means for a stable
culture.

The promise of theorizing the group as the unit of analysis is shown in Fine
and Hallett’s (2014) microsociological analysis of two weather forecast offices with
group styles that enforce work norms and draw boundaries to the other office.
The authors’ comparison of the two workplaces shows that workers create distinct
group styles, idiocultures (Fine 2012), that shape local practices despite similar
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4 Symbolic Interaction 2022

organizational constraints. As such, the study demonstrates how a focus on groups
assists the understanding of different practices within the same type of occupational
workplace. One of the few studies on collective frontline work conceptualizes discre-
tionary actions as a joint practice in analyzing inspectors who assess different social
services (Rutz et al. 2017). The study shows that, irrespective of being formalized
or not, inspectors rely on collective discretion with colleagues and stakeholders
to include different perspectives and knowledge, which provides the means for
consistent discretion across events. As such, the study emphasizes the importance of
conceptualizing collective action in frontline work. Taken together, the existing liter-
ature suggests the importance of theorizing how group culture shapes discretionary
actions in contested citizen encounters. Building on these insights, the current study
advances this theoretical perspective by examining distinct group styles within the
same traffic company in situations with a risk of violent escalation.

CONTEXT

I collected the data for this study in Denmark, in 2018, in collaboration with a
public-owned traffic company operating in Copenhagen and surrounding areas.
Here, inspectors wore uniforms and issued fines of 750 Danish kroner (approxi-
mately €101 and US$103) to passengers without valid bus tickets. Inspectors worked
in units of two to three, and started inspection from each end of the bus. They issued
fines individually and in the confined space of the bus, inspectors were entitled
to obtain sufficient personal identification about a passenger to issue a fine. Bus
passengers could either purchase a ticket from the bus driver upon entrance, use a
travel card that must be checked in upon entrance, obtain a monthly subscription
card, or buy an electronic ticket on the phone before entry. The minimum fare
bought upon entrance or electronically was 24 DKK (approximately €3 and US$3).
Electronic tickets purchased subsequent to entrance, instead of before boarding,
were significantly associated with contested ticket-fining events with passenger
aggression (Friis et al. 2018). Contested ticket-fining events typically involved a
passenger who was hesitant to accept a fine and provide ID. As a result, these events
lasted for several minutes, with an inspector having to repeat the same arguments
and negotiate the infraction with the passenger. To manage these events, inspectors
could advise a passenger to complain to the company’s customer service and could
resort to restraining the passenger until the police arrive.

The 19 employed ticket inspectors were organized into two teams to cover bus
routes at different hours and days of the week. These teams occasionally varied or
overlapped (e.g., during holidays) but mostly were comprised of the same inspectors
during data collection. As such, inspectors from each team primarily interacted
during staff meetings or team shifts. As management explicitly organized patrols
to prevent employees from developing idiosyncratic inspection habits, inspec-
tors worked with a new colleague from their team at each shift. A shift lasted
approximately 7.5 hours. New employees learned the job by patrolling buses with
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 5

experienced inspectors. The inspectors were expected to issue fines to all ticketless
passengers, irrespective of the reason or person, and on average issued approxi-
mately eight fines per shift. They were evaluated based on the average number of
issued fines, inspected tickets and buses, the number of work incidents, and the
number of passenger complaints. As such, the inspectors were motivated to perform
well to avoid occupational consequences.

The company’s collaboration with the research project was a part of the ongoing
strategic focus to decrease conflicts during ticket inspection. In 2015, the company
had initiated a change in inspection strategy to avoid personal investment in con-
flicts and emotional burnout since the management wanted to decrease exposure
to threats and violence during bus patrols. This involved increased focus on conflict
management during inspection, inspection in smaller teams, and the implementation
of body-worn cameras. Furthermore, the company had increased the workforce to do
more frequent patrols to make fare evasion harder. In 2018, the traffic company had
ten reported incidents of occupational injury that involved assaults on ticket inspec-
tors. During data collection, inspectors described incidents that led to sick leave, a
convicted passenger, a bruised eye, being grabbed around the neck, pulled by the
hair, kicked, pushed, and punched in the head.

METHODS

In the initial phase of the project, a colleague and I did participant observation dur-
ing bus patrols for approximately 3 hours each observation, with five units of ticket
inspectors in total. We attended staff meetings with the inspectors to gain their trust
and to give instructions for video data collection. As a measure of precaution, inspec-
tors carried body-worn cameras that they could switch on to document victimization
for criminal proceedings. For the purpose of the research project, the inspectors were
instructed to record whenever they encountered a bus passenger without a valid
ticket. The management made the instruction a compulsory part of the job. Several
inspectors were reluctant to press play because of a concern that the management
had access to the videos. To ensure anonymity and confidentiality, we arranged for
inspectors to transfer clips to a computer without management access. During video
data collection, in the first six months of 2018, I continuously visited the workplace
to maintain trust and ensure collection of video data. In total, the inspectors col-
lected 1292 camera recordings of varying quality. Subsequent to video data collection,
we asked the inspectors to participate in a semi-structured interview with questions
about how they perceived job tasks, passengers, colleagues, and strategies in con-
tested events.

Interview Sample

Of the 19 inspectors, 11 agreed to participate in interviews that lasted between 90
and 135 minutes and took place at their workplace, in late 2018. Six male and all five
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6 Symbolic Interaction 2022

female employees participated, and the mean age was 35 (range, 25–57). The newest
employee had been working in the company for 11 months when the interview took
place. The most senior employee had been there for more than ten years. Prior to the
job as ticket inspector, the interviewees had either professional careers with differ-
ent, mostly low-skilled, jobs or had done post-compulsory education and/or further
education. About half of the interviewees implied that the job of ticket inspector was
a temporary profession, whereas the other half did not express an overt ambition to
change profession. In the analysis, I use pseudonyms and exclude or replace personal
characteristics to ensure anonymity.

Video Sample

For the purpose of the study, I selected video clips that captured a ticket-fining
event with the interviewed inspectors and involved a minimum level of contest.
As such, clips of successful fining events with no trouble—experienced as some-
thing unpleasant, irritating, or difficult at stake—were excluded (Emerson and
Messinger 1977). Thus, the video sample includes conflict variation ranging from a
minimum of trouble to physical violence. Additionally, clips had to have adequate
technical quality in terms of camera angle, resolution, and audio and either capture
the same event with different cameras or capture the duration of the event with none
or only negligible breaks (Nassauer and Legewie 2018). I included three additional
events outside of these criteria because they were both recorded on camera and
described in the interviews. The sampling procedure resulted in 88 ticket-fining
events that included a range of two to 33 incidents per interviewed inspector.

Analytical Strategy

To identify patterns across different events and data sources, I started with a
descriptive coding of inspector actions and accounts, then included insights about
the organizational context from the field visits. I coded the interviews for strategies
in conflicts, perceptions of colleagues and the job, and the video clips for inspec-
tor actions, such as the use of short sentences, keeping the bus doors closed, and
whether the event escalated with violence or threats (see supplementary material
at https://osf.io/zgaex/). This first process identified two distinct inspector styles.
I then did a theoretically-informed analysis connecting interview accounts with
actions in real-life events with the group-level as unit of analysis (Maxwell and
Miller 2008). This process connected the inspectors’ different styles, based on
the group composition, across video events and the group ties described in the
interviews.

FINDINGS

In the interviews, ticket inspectors describe two distinct inspection styles, each with
its modus operandi that outline a semiotic axis of moral inspection focused on either
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 7

justice or service. This moral axis signifies different meaning that constrains particular
behavior and characterizes a tight or loose regulation in situations (Gelfand 2019;
Goffman 1966; Tavory and Swidler 2009). Justice involves a tight regulation with low
tolerance of troublemakers, and service involves a loose and responsive approach
to passenger deviancy. As such, the inspectors describe and justify a distinct use
of the inspector toolkit in the interviews that corresponds to the video analysis of
their situated actions. In the following, I first present the two inspection styles iden-
tified across the interview and video data to illustrate the differences in how inspec-
tors cope with unruly passengers. I then show how these styles are associated with
group ties in the two operating teams and provide the means for a shared culture of
how to perceive the job, its risks, and discretionary actions in contested passenger
encounters.

Justice-Focused Inspection Style

The justice-focused inspection style implies catching all ticketless passengers and
making sure that unruly individuals do not escape their fines. Inspectors who articu-
late a focus on justice in the interviews, describe a societal concern about not letting
troublemakers take advantage of public goods. They perceive it as their responsibility
to show fare-evaders that it is neither acceptable nor worth it to challenge employ-
ees. Joachim explains this when I ask him why it can be difficult to withdraw from a
situation in time to avoid aggressive passenger escalation:

We are persistent. And you have to be. It’s all lost if you start saying, “Oh so you
are a bit worked up, well then I will let you go.” Then we have lost. This guy, he
is going to go home and tell all of his friends in school that “well I just told the
inspector that he was a fucking idiot, then he left.” Then all of his friends at school
think “oh this is how to do it.” Then they will do the same.

Joachim describes the justice-focused inspectors’ concern that if they do not stand
up to contesting passengers, the rumor will spread that people can avoid a fine if they
are willing to cause trouble. As such, moral inspection is filtered as an exercise of
catching the offensive passengers who challenge inspectors to set an example and
make sure to keep rules in place.

This involves a style of persistence in encounters with passengers who are will-
ing to go far to avoid a fine. The justice-focused inspectors explain that they are not
afraid of confrontations in the job since they are good at reading passengers and
know when someone is a threat or only pretending. They argue that they avoid vic-
timization by using appropriate strategies to persuade passengers to cooperate. This
is, for example, seen in the interview with Christian who describes a skill that makes
it unnecessary to withdraw from a situation:

I can read people very quickly. If people are really up to something or are just talk-
ing. I’ve experienced several times that my colleague withdraws, I don’t interfere,
but I could tell that the person was just talking. The person just acted.
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8 Symbolic Interaction 2022

Christian is one of the inspectors who does not emphasize a particular strong
moral position in the interview but still performs a tight regulation of troublemakers
in the video and interview data. This suggests that his actions are more habituated
than motivated, as Swidler (1986) theorizes. In the excerpt, Christian explains how
he does not have to withdraw from contested situations as his colleagues do because
he knows how to read people and thus feel certain about continuing the interaction.
His justice-focused inspection style of not letting passengers get away is seen in Video
Case 1 when Christian and Simon show a willingness to take risks when restraining
a contesting passenger who tries to escape a fine:

Video Case 1

Christian approaches a man sitting in the back of the bus who wears earphones
and looks down on his phone and says he is waiting for response [from purchasing
an electronic ticket]. Sixteen seconds pass. As the passenger eventually shows a
ticket on his phone to the inspector, Christian informs him that it was bought three
minutes after they boarded the bus. The passenger ignores Christian who calmly
tries to communicate with him. As the bus stops and the doors open, Christian
asks Simon to keep the doors closed over the walkie-talkie.

Passenger: I have to get off. [Gets up.]

Christian: I am really, really sorry. I…

Passenger: I have to go to the emergency room. [Tries to squeeze his left arm past
Christian to get him to move away from the bus door.]

Christian: Yes, but I just have to see something.

They speak all at once while the passenger tries to get past Christian. The bus
doors close again and the man starts walking down the aisle toward the middle
door of the bus, where Simon inspects another ticket. The passenger says he has
to get off while his restless moves indicate that he wants to get past Simon. Simon
does not move. Christian stands behind the man and says they can get out if he
gives them some ID. The passenger turns toward Christian and says “no” before
turning to Simon again. Now Simon holds on to a pole to stand firm. Christian
calmly asks Simon if he should call the alarm control center. The passenger keeps
moving to get past Simon, and as the bus doors open again, Simon with a raised
voice tells the bus driver to keep the doors closed. Christian informs the passenger
that they will have to contact the police and says that if he provides an ID, they
can get off the bus together. Eventually, the man accepts the fine.

In the event, Christian first uses a sympathetic strategy to make the contesting pas-
senger cooperate. As the passenger still does not comply, Christian instead blocks
the exit to prevent the passenger from escaping. This persistence shows a willing-
ness to take risks in a situation with a passenger who gets physically close to him.
Simon, the colleague, performs the same style when using his body to block the
exit, thus confirming the discretionary act of confining the passenger’s space. This
illustrates the collective effort of coordinating actions in contested encounters—as
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 9

microsociological theory suggests (Fine 2012; Goffman 1967). By using the same
inspector toolkit of confining the passenger’s space, the case shows how the two
inspectors share an understanding of how to manage the situation in a justice-focused
style.

The persistence that Christian and Simon show in the interaction comes with a risk
that does not resonate with the management’s focus on avoiding escalation of conflict
during ticket inspection. This is seen in the interview with Simon who thinks that
inspectors should have extended possibilities to restrain uncooperative passengers.
In contrast to Christian, Simon reports a strong moral position that motivates his
actions (Smith 2015):

Interviewer: But it is interesting what you are saying about understanding that
they [the management] focus on that you should not get hurt, or that occupational
injuries have to decrease, you should be safe at work, but at the same time you
think that it’s wrong.

Simon: It’s wrong because why should people who are not that physically strong,
but are well-mannered or elderly, why should it only be them who are fined? Why
should the people who are aggressive and think “fuck the system, I don’t care
shit about anything,” why shouldn’t they be fined? Pardon the language but that’s
what they are saying.

Simon emphasizes the injustice of troublemakers getting away when “well-
mannered or elderly” people are being fined. The inspectors follow an uncom-
promising fine policy of issuing fines to all ticketless passengers. As the excerpt
illustrates, the justice-focused inspectors use this policy to justify their style of
tight regulation by highlighting that it is wrong to issue fines to obedient ticketless
passengers when troublemakers escape. Despite the uncompromising fine policy,
the interviewed inspectors also describe incidents where they let passengers go
who bought an incorrect ticket. For the justice-focused inspectors, this depends on
whether the passenger complies and admits the fault from the beginning instead of
trying to avoid the fine.

Service-Focused Inspection Style

The inspectors with a service-focused style are less concerned with letting off
unruly fare evaders. Instead, they have a responsive approach to passenger deviancy
that involves deciding on the sanction based on the passenger’s behavior in the sit-
uation (Loyens, Schott, and Steen 2019). This is illustrated with Magnus when he
responds to the question of whether he never restrains someone like some of his
colleagues do:

(… ) I get no pleasure in issuing a fine, so therefore I get no pleasure in restraining
someone either. I don’t have that sense of justice so my ego isn’t at stake. If one
gets away then I just think that he will get one [a fine] another day and that he
probably has gotten many before as well.
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10 Symbolic Interaction 2022

In contrast to the justice-focused inspectors, Magnus explains how “he does not
have that sense of justice” that makes him willing to perform a tight regulation of
troublemakers. Instead, he describes a loose regulation by assuming that the fare
evader will get a fine another day. The service-focused inspectors do not want to risk
escalation of conflict and expose themselves to danger for a fine but are more willing
to let contesting passengers go instead of continuing to negotiate or waiting for police
to arrive. They do not perceive it as their job to put themselves at risk. Jasmin draws
on the same toolkit to explain why she never finds herself in situations that end badly:

I never reach a point where I am thinking I have to back out because of how the
situation will end. I let people escape; they are more than welcome to run off. It’s
not me they owe 750 DKK.1 Then we will just catch them another day. Or else
some of the colleagues who really want to run and really want to detain, well,
then they can get them. Because I don’t have to get them.

Just like Magnus, Jasmin implies that she has no personal investment in ticket
fining events that makes her willing to chase troublemakers and risk her own safety.
Instead, they highlight that inspection is about providing a service, including a
friendly appearance, time to assist passengers, and coverage of all bus routes where
the company operates to ensure ticket inspection in less populated geographical
areas. As such, moral inspection is filtered as the exercise of not focusing on fines
but on customer service with a commitment to perform positive emotions during
inspection (Bolton 2005). For example, Jasmin explains that when she started in
the job she wanted to “give everyone a smile on their face and make sure everyone
gets a good day despite bus patrol.” This commitment to customer service is seen
in Video Case 2 with a man who shows an old sales receipt and claims that the bus
driver gave it to him as a ticket. Despite the inaccuracy of his story, Jasmin addresses
him “sir” and “my friend” in a calm voice before she walks to the bus driver in the
front to validate the story. As such, her described service style corresponds with her
customer-friendly appearance in the case.

With a lesser focus on disciplining fare evaders, the service-focused inspectors
explain that a good day at work can also be a day without issuing any fines. This
argument implies a critique of the management’s focus on performance. All the inter-
viewed inspectors know their fine statistics, and according to Magnus, the focus on
fines makes inspectors “jump into [the bus], write some fines, and then jump out
again.” He continues: “There’s not a lot of service in that. But they would like us
to produce as much as possible.” The service-focused inspectors oppose the focus
on performance because it erodes the time and attention to service in the passenger
encounter. This also gives less discretionary choice in letting honest and vulnerable
ticketless passengers go. In the interviews, the elderly (women), in particular, appear
as a stereotype of honest or vulnerable passengers, yet, as Magnus describes “all my
colleagues have different groups of people that they find it much harder to issue fines
to than others.” Furthermore, the service-focused inspectors perceive the manage-
ment’s focus on fine statistics as problematic because it creates competition between
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 11

employees and a pressure of having to “find” as many fines as possible. As such, they
oppose “chasing fines;” a phrase that refers to pacing from one bus to another to
find the ticketless passengers. Victor explains this as I ask him what quality ticket
inspection is to him:

Obviously, that you issue the fines that you find. You shouldn’t chase. Some col-
leagues do that. “Oh there’s a bus! Driver, close the doors. Hurry!” And then we
get in and write them [fines] and then we get out again and maybe delay the bus
five minutes. I don’t think that is quality. Quality is to enter the bus. Let the pas-
sengers out first that have to get off [the bus] and then you enter and check in a
calm and orderly manner.

Victor describes the quality of service as ticket inspection done in a “calm and
orderly manner” in contrast to what “some colleagues” do when chasing fines.
This illustrates a difference in how inspectors understand their job. Whereas the
service-focused inspectors assume responsibilities as service agents by focusing on
providing a service for customers, the justice-focused inspectors assume responsibil-
ities as law enforcers by focusing on justice and sanctioning troublemakers. As such,
the two inspection styles involve different assumptions about their responsibilities
to the company and society (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003).

The Group Factor of Inspection Styles

So far, two different styles of the inspection toolkit emerged from the analysis. In
the following, I show how these styles are linked to group ties among the inspectors
in the two operating teams. In the interviews, the inspectors describe how they learn
new strategies to manage situations and communicate with different passenger types
by observing each other during patrols. These strategies are part of the inspection
toolkit and include how not to approach people and to learn specific phrases and
wordings that may support a smooth passenger interaction—as a socializing group
process in situ (Fine 2012).

The toolkit also involves a rule of not interfering in each other’s ticket-fining
events unless the interaction seems to escalate or end in a deadlock in which inter-
vention may be welcomed. Deviations from this are met with immediate sanctions
as explained by Victoria when one colleague made an unwanted intervention into
another colleagues’ passenger encounter: “Afterwards when it was finished, then we
said to him, ‘maybe you shouldn’t have interfered. You should probably just have
waited to see if she needed you.’” This correction of behavior shows how the group
evokes sanctions to control and socialize a shared culture in line with Fine’s (2012)
theory. Additional to observation and sanctions, they also negotiate their toolkit, as
described by Sara who debriefs escalated events with colleagues, for example, by
asking “Was it something we did?” As such, inspectors uphold and negotiate their
toolkit through interactions to ensure a collective practice (Fine and Hallett 2014).

Repeated interactions create group ties with a distinct culture infused with emo-
tions that enable an adjustment to a shared system of knowledge, behaviors, and
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12 Symbolic Interaction 2022

beliefs (Fine 2012; Lawler, Thye, and Yoon 2009). As the inspectors learn and per-
form their job in the two operating teams, it enables the creation of the distinct and
group-specific inspection styles of justice and service. As such, inspectors from the
same team share a group identity with collective understandings, experiences, and
expectations about how to do inspection (Fine and Hallett 2014). Andrea describes
the distinct group culture of shared behaviors and responsibilities when I ask her
why there will be a reorganization of the teams in the future. She explains that it
is “because it is thought that now that we are these two teams, then each team has
their own way of working,” and that the reorganization is to avoid “that inspection
becomes too uneven (… ) Because there is a bit too much of a difference on the two
teams right now.” She subsequently confirms this:

Interviewer: Okay, do you also think that?
Andrea: Yes.
Interviewer: Can you try to describe in what way you think it is different?
Andrea: Mmh. You could say that maybe we stand together as a team so no mat-
ter what then we support our colleagues. No matter what decision, if it is a bad
decision or a good decision. If it is a bad decision then you let your colleague finish
the job and then we discuss it afterwards when we are out of the bus. Instead of
creating an issue between colleagues inside the bus in front of the passengers.

Andrea’s characterization of her team shows a strong sense of belonging to a group
that is defined by its members’ support for each other. She outlines a group style with
a standard of permissible behavior, involving inspectors’ support of their colleague
in both good and bad decisions and not creating an issue inside the bus in front of
the passengers (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003; Fine 2012). The inspectors on the
justice-focused team describe how they trust their colleagues to “have each other’s
back” in terms of what to do and not to do during inspections. Victoria explains
this and says, “We are there for each other, and we trust each other, and we have
a real good teamwork.” Both Andrea and Victoria report group ties by describing a
team identity with a shared understanding about how to do inspection with a mutual
responsibility to support each other. On the justice-focused team, three inspectors
emphasize justice, one both emphasizes justice and service, one service, and two do
not position themselves but are more flexible in their understanding of how to do
inspection. Victoria, for example, does not articulate a strong moral position, but as
the excerpt above shows, the local team culture still shapes her inspection style and
group identity. This corresponds with Andrea’s perception of the two distinct styles:

Interviewer: Now that talk about your two teams.. Is it really so that on one team
you kind of have the same approach and everyone on the other team has the other
approach?
Andrea: Mm yeah [said reflectively]. There might be some on the other team
that maybe are a bit more like we are. And take the fight with everyone. And
then there are some who are really [said with emphasis] afraid of confrontations.
Who just think, “never mind, yeah it doesn’t matter, next. Yeah it doesn’t
matter, next.”
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 13

Despite that not all inspectors position themselves in the interviews, the two
operating teams are associated with two distinct cultures. On the service-focused
team, three of the four interviewed inspectors emphasize service at the expense
of justice. These inspectors describe group ties that are based on trusting each
other not to escalate an event. Fine (2012) argues that culture develops from the
social relations with cultural markers of trust. Victor, who has just relayed that his
favorite thing about the job is his colleagues, explains why good collegial ties are
important:

We can meet some annoying types or some uncomfortable passengers. And then,
if I enter a bus then I would like to know that I am safe with the other person I am
entering the bus with. (… ) But I know that there are some colleagues, I don’t..
Like, they don’t have my back. Mmh. And therefore I also know that if I get into
a situation in the bus, then I know that I should just tell the bus driver, “open the
doors and let the passenger go.” I know that because I don’t feel safe with that
colleague.

Victor does not want to become involved in risky situations with an out-group
inspector because he does not know how the colleague manages conflict. The
service-focused inspectors would rather withdraw from a situation than risk escala-
tion. This can create subtle negotiation about how to proceed when inspectors with
each group style occasionally work together. This is also seen in the video analysis,
as illustrated in Video Case 3 with the justice-focused Susanne who works on the
service-focused team. As two contesting men refuse to cooperate, Susanne empties
the bus for other passengers while waiting for the police. Yet, while she blocks the
exit for the two men, her colleague instead quietly tells the bus driver to open all
doors enabling them to escape. The case illustrates how inspectors cannot success-
fully enact their style without a colleague since contested events require coordinated
actions. As a result in this case, Susanne cannot proceed with a risk-taking style with
the risk-averse colleague, and thus the passengers escape.

The service-focused inspectors have worked in the company for several years and
have an understanding of how to cope with the job without burnout. This cultural
marker is particularly articulated when they position their style relative to the newer
and less experienced employees:

Magnus: (… ) Now I have been here in many years. If you are new then you get
this kind of adrenaline kick—I know that it sounds horrible to someone who is
not an inspector—but when you issue a fine then you can get a bit of an adrenaline
kick. And that’s very present in the new ones who start. So, they produce a lot.
But for us, for example me who has been here for three years, I get no pleasure in
issuing a fine, so therefore I get no pleasure in restraining someone either.

Magnus refers to an “us” before using himself as an example to explain why he
does not want to restrain a passenger to ensure a fine. He justifies his own style
by contrasting it to the “new ones.” As such, inspection experience is a cultural
marker of background knowledge for the service-focused inspectors to position
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14 Symbolic Interaction 2022

themselves and justify their style (Fine and Hallett 2014). The inspectors particularly
use the positioning of others when justifying their actions in contested events.
This reinforces the inspectors’ own styles and creates boundaries to the out-group
with distinct moral positions and risk assessments (Eliasoph and Lichterman 2003;
Fine 2012).

The self-reported difference in risk assessment between the two groups corre-
sponds with the video analysis. Six of the 88 video-recorded contested events involve
an escalation with violence or threats against the ticket inspectors. In the incident
with the most violence, three inspectors get either an object thrown at them, kicked,
hit, spat on, threatened, or pushed by one passenger, and one of the inspectors gets a
nosebleed. In the other five incidents, there are no observable injuries but inspectors
are either threatened, pushed in the chest, or pinched. The majority of these events
involve inspectors from the justice-focused team who take a risk either by physically
holding on to a passenger or by continuing negotiations and standing firm to block
an exit despite aggressive passenger behavior. In these events, the colleagues sup-
port the ongoing interaction with the aggressive passenger. Only one event involves
inspectors from the service-focused team:

Video Case 4
The inspector, Thomas, attempts to gain ID from a young man who does not speak
Danish. Thomas places himself in the seat next to the man and asks for his birth-
day, which makes the passenger raise his voice and stand up from his seat. Thomas
keeps in his seat and tries to calm down the man with help from his colleague, Vic-
tor, who stands in front of them. As the man becomes more upset, the inspectors
let him leave the seat. As he walks, the man speaks with an upset tone of voice
and pushes Victor in the chest. The inspectors let him get away.

In this case, Thomas first takes a risk by getting physically close to the passenger
who becomes more upset. Yet, the man’s continuous behavior makes both inspectors
stop their attempt to issue the fine and instead, they let him go—despite an aggressive
push as he walks away. As such, this case illustrates a service-focused group style that
is more risk-averse than in the events with justice-focused inspectors.

DISCUSSION

The analysis showed how ticket inspectors perform two distinct inspection styles
associated with the two operating teams in the company. The styles emphasize
either justice or service involving different risk assessments with a tight or loose
regulation of troublemakers, respectively. This finding sheds light on how closely
related groups differ—an inquiry that “Social scientists have traditionally paid
little attention to” (Fine 2012:37). The combination of interview and video data
offered a unique opportunity to analyze how different groups shape and negotiate
the available toolkit from the same organization into group-specific styles. In the
following, I discuss how the findings add to current discussions in the sociology of
culture and the frontline literature.
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 15

Implications for Sociology of Culture

A recurrent discussion in the sociology of culture involves how stable or situ-
ationally fragmented culture is (Kiley and Vaisey 2020). Whereas Swidler (1986)
posits culture is often situational and fragmented, the stable model proposes “that
a lot of what functions as culture remains in the tacit dimension, never rising to the
level of discourse” and when considering this embodied level then culture is largely
consistent (Lizardo 2017:90). These contrasting conceptions of culture relate to
where we look for it and how we measure it (Mohr et al. 2020). In this article, I have
used the group as a unit of analysis to measure culture in line with the microsocio-
logical argument that culture “is not only of the mind, but enacted and responded
to in collective settings” (Fine and Hallett 2014:1780). This approach assists us to
better explain how and why culture influences organizational processes (Giorgi,
Lockwood, and Glynn 2015). The analysis showed the inspection toolkit of risk
assessment, explanations, and actions is shaped into two group-specific styles that
are linked to and embedded in local inspection groups. Furthermore, the analysis
showed that the group-specific style seemed strongly motivated for some inspectors
while more habituated for others, thus addressing the current debate about the
importance of motivation to explain lines of actions (Vaisey 2009).

The group styles provide means for stable cultural use of motivated accounts
and actions in the interview setting and in the video-recorded events. By triangu-
lating interviews and video observation, the analysis comprised both discursive
and embodied levels of culture that enabled an examination of inspectors’ situated
actions, reflective accounts, and how these correspond (Jerolmack and Khan 2014).
This data triangulation allowed the analysis to show how groups provide a stable
culture of coordinated actions in contested encounters and how different group
compositions challenge this stability. The unique advantage of video data offered
the possibility to observe and analyze the embodied use of inspector culture when
facing contesting passengers. Furthermore, it gave the possibility to validate the
reflected and retrospective accounts about behavior in the interviews by observing
the tacit dimension of culture in the video data. In the attempt to contribute to a
consensual analytical methodology of culture studies (Mohr et al. 2020), I suggest
that the combined use of accounts and video-recorded actions offer important
insights to the discursive and embodied use of culture. This adds to the literature
on methodological strategies to improve the sociological ambition of decoding
motivated action (Small and Cook 2021; Winchester and Green 2019).

Research Implications

The finding of two distinct styles, with either loose or tight rule enforcement,
resembles frontline studies finding a responsive style and a stricter, rule-oriented
style (Gant and Schaible 2022; Zacka 2017) that workers have to comply with to meet
policy expectations and organizational demands (Loyens, Schott, and Steen 2019).
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16 Symbolic Interaction 2022

My analysis showed that ticket inspectors are a part of a group culture that manages
the organizational demands by assuming responsibilities as either service agents or
law enforcers. Thus, inspectors negotiate the organizational demands in their collec-
tive discretionary actions. The organizational demand to change inspection strategy
may have reinforced the two styles identified in the analysis. Swidler (1986) argues
that unsettled times enable more explicit and coherent forms of culture. As such,
the justice- and service-focused inspection styles should be perceived in light of a
period in which they found it necessary to position themselves in relation to the traf-
fic company’s demand and the other inspectors’ response to it. This also includes a
positioning in relation to the research project that occurred concurrently with the
strategic focus on reducing conflicts during ticket inspection.

The current study deploys group culture as a theoretical explanation of individ-
ual account and action, given the empirical evidence for this theory. However, in
the interviews, there was not a perfect association between the members of each
team and their self-reported moral position. As such, the inspectors’ actions and
understandings cannot only be explained by the local group cultures, but may also
be partially explained by individual dispositions—such as experience (Paoline and
Terrill 2007) and internalized moral (Noppe 2018). In the analysis, these individual
dispositions are recognized as elements that shape the group culture (Fine 2012). For
example, the service-focused inspectors use their experience in the job as a cultural
marker for how they perform in contrast to the justice-focused inspectors. This may
suggest that experience in itself shapes a service-focused inspection style, yet, other
experienced inspectors performed a justice-focused style. The analysis did not find
differences in gender and age, but did find that some inspectors articulated stronger
moral positions whereas others were more flexible in their understanding of the job.
Fine (2012:42) argues that “someone must sponsor a cultural item by bringing it into
group life through voice and actions.” This raises the question whether it is certain
individuals with strong positions who shape a specific group culture. Future research
should examine the creation of group styles among frontline workers with atten-
tion to the “someone” who brings a cultural item, such as a moral position, into
group life.

Frontline studies find that collective inspection enhances the possibility for a con-
sistent enforcement style since it offers the possibility to better deal with complex
cases (Pires 2011), and shows responsiveness to the particular situation based on
a balanced judgment (Rutz et al. 2017). Loyens (2019) has discussed how this col-
lectiveness, on the one hand, can improve consistent decision-making but, on the
other hand, also can create a group culture of unresponsiveness to changes. My study
showed that the two inspection teams had distinct group styles, suggesting that they
were largely unresponsive to change. However, when inspectors with different styles
occasionally worked together, they had to negotiate their style of action, which could
defuse the stability of a specific style. In practice, this suggests that occasionally mix-
ing the operating teams can assist an organizational strategy to avoid the develop-
ment of idiosyncratic inspection styles.
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Group Styles of Justice or Service 17

Limitations

One study limitation is the skewness in the video data, with more clips of the
interviewed justice-focused inspectors than the service-focused. This is likely to be
because the service-focused inspectors were more reluctant toward the project and
recorded fewer events because they did not perceive themselves as involved in con-
flicts like the justice-focused inspectors.2 Consequently, there was a smaller pool of
recorded events with service-focused inspectors to compare with their self-reported
inspection style. This challenges the internal generalizability of actions across events
and reflects a limitation of the sample (Maxwell 1992). As I only have access to
camera-recorded events, I cannot exclude that inspector actions in unobserved
events differ from the study sample. However, the sample includes multiple events
with each of the interviewed inspectors and different group compositions, which
increases the chance of identifying divergence. As such, I assume a fair sample with
variation and the possibility of comparison (Martin 2017).

CONCLUSION

Ticket inspectors who work in teams share group-specific styles of how to understand
and perform ticket inspection. One group style is focused on justice with a tight reg-
ulation of troublemakers whereas the other style is focused on service with a loose
regulation in contested passenger encounters. The study shows the importance of
examining the collectiveness of frontline work that often involves employees working
in joint teams when enforcing rules and sanctions in face-to-face citizen encounters.
Furthermore, the article suggests a theoretical perspective of the group to measure
and understand culture.
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18 Symbolic Interaction 2022

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Additional supporting information may be found online in the Supporting Informa-
tion section at the end of the article.

Appendix S1. Supporting Information
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